It is widely observed that, despite its remarkable economic progress over the last thirty years, the economy of China continues to require substantial development of its legal and financial infrastructure. In that connection, this essay seeks to assess an important part of that infrastructure: the securities markets of China. We assess those markets, both in terms of their size and composition and in terms of their economic function and importance to the Chinese economy. In doing so, we also review and assess the regulatory regime within which these markets function and the corporate governance mechanisms that operate upon the firms that are listed on the Chinese stock exchanges. For reasons of space, we do not review the history of the evolution of these markets (see Greene 2003; Tan 2006) , the corporatization program that created the firms that, for the most part, make up the listed firms on the two mainland exchanges (Aharony and Wong 2000) or, except briefly, the original share segmentation system that restricted ownership of shares.
The Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges represent an effort initiated in the early 1990s to centralize and develop securities trading in modern China. Since that time those exchanges have grown rapidly in terms of listings, trading, products and regulatory structures. They remain, however, a work in progress. While quite large by some measures, these markets do not yet play a very important role in the finance of the Chinese economy. The finance of the Chinese economy continues to be dominated, on large scale projects, primarily by bank finance and direct and indirect government support and, on entrepreneurial finance level, primarily by foreign direct investment and a range of less formal arrangements including friends and family, trade credit, business alliances and, importantly, local government support (Allen, Qian & Qian, 2005; Allen, Qian, Zhang and Zhao, 2010) . The securities markets serve as a secondary source of finance to the Chinese economy. Access to securities markets in China has been tightly controlled by the state and these markets have largely played the role of a supplemental source of finance for large state-owned enterprises (SOEs). The resulting markets are comparatively small in terms of the size of the general economy. Prices of securities traded on them are volatile and do not appear to price securities very well. Because prices on these markets do not appear to be efficiently set and because, as we show, the governance standards of the legal system they incorporate are ineffective, the market's prices do not provide either a positive signaling function or a disciplinary function for the corporate management of listed firms. Finally, because they have not yet evolved developed futures markets or a large capacity to create derivative securities, the Chinese securities markets do not yet provide adequate opportunities for the management of financial risks. For all of these reasons, the Chinese securities markets do not presently appear to deliver to the Chinese economy the principle allocative or disciplinary functions that a developed securities markets can provide.
If these markets do not provide the fundamental economic benefits that securities markets can provide, one may ask, why do they exist and grow? In this essay we suggest that they flourish because they provide valuable benefits both to investors, and to the Chinese state. Even without substantial legal system protection from exploitation, these markets do provide investors a way to participate in the rapid growth of Chinese economy. In addition, these markets provide the following significant benefits to the country and its leadership: (1) they provide a mechanism through which foreign capital can flow to support the SOEs that comprise the largest part of the firms listed on the mainland exchanges; (2) they provide a channel through which can flow a limited amount of investment from the very large reservoir of domestic family savings in order to do the same thing; (3) they serve as means to induce improvements in the management and governance of listed SOEs; (4) they provide to the leadership a possible option for future expansion of the role of private sector in financing enterprise, including both the existing state sector and the entrepreneurial sector of the economy; and finally (5) they provide in some measure the non-economic satisfaction of locating a globally important center of finance on mainland China.
Thus, despite the limited economic importance of Chinese securities markets to the nation's economy at the moment, they continue to command both international investors' interest and the support of the country's leadership. The leadership has demonstrated its continuing commitment to building out the infrastructure that might allow Chinese securities markets to play a greater role in the future in its extended effort to restructure the Chinese share segmentation system (touched on below in Section 1.1.) and in facilitating the continued development of instruments of modern finance (see Section 1.5). The following essay aims to assist interested readers in thinking about the future of these markets.
In Part I, we provide a descriptive report on the current state of the Chinese securities markets, discussing their place in the national system of finance, their current size and scope, their interesting relationship to the Hong Kong securities market and the gradual development of new tools of securities investing in China. In Part II, we discuss the current regulatory environment of these markets, focusing on the structure and operation of the Chinese Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC), which has a powerful role in controlling these markets, access to listing shares on them, and supervision of all the institutional actors on them. In Part III, we discuss the corporate governance of listed firms, including both the formal or legal system of corporate governance and, more importantly, the role of the Chinese Communist Party in the internal affairs of listed companies. In Part IV, we conclude with observations concerning the fundamental contradiction between the PRC securities markets top-down design and control on the one hand and, on the other hand, their possible effectiveness in efficient capital allocation, in risk management and as a tool of discipline. We discuss the factors that may someday weigh on the perceived need of the leadership to address this contradiction.
PART I. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CHINESE SECURITIES MARKETS TODAY
The Chinese securities markets constitute an impressive accomplishment. The technological, legal and human infrastructure supporting these markets has been created from almost nothing two decades ago. While they remain a work in progress, that progress has been remarkable.
In assessing these markets, we begin by placing them in context of the formal system that finances business activity in China today. China's system of formal finance is essentially a bank-centered system primarily dominated by its four largest state-owned banks. China's economy has a substantially higher ratio of bank credit to GDP (1.27 at the close of 2009 according to the National Bureau of Statistic of China), than even the German, bankcentered system of finance (.99) . Securities markets by comparison, while large by some measures, are small in economic terms. Moreover when assessing the reported size of these markets, it is important to understand that what actually trades on the mainland exchanges (and in fact what, until quite recently was legally tradable on them) is in almost all cases a very small percent of the outstanding shares. (See e.g. the analysis of the holdings of the shares in ICBC bank, China's largest bank, reported below).
Expressed in terms of proportion of financial assets rather than percentage of GDP, data for 2006, confirms the relatively undeveloped state of the mainland securities markets. According to CSRC data for that year the total value of securities in the PRC (equities and bonds, including treasury bonds) constituted just 22% of total financial assets, while in the U.S., U.K., Japan and Korea those percentages were far higher (82%, 71%, 62% and 75%, respectively) (CSRC Report, 2008: 237) . More recent data compiled by McKinsey & Co for year 2008 reported in Table 1 below is consistent with this view. China appears on this data to have a substantially higher proportion of financial assets in bank deposits than any other region. Moreover this table most probably exaggerates the importance of securities markets in China by using market capitalization data without adjusting for the very thin float of listed firms, which we discuss below.
Table 1
As we noted, an accurate understanding of the scale and scope of the Chinese securities markets must take into consideration the on-going effects of the now reformed share segmentation system that until recently limited the number of shares of each listed SOE that could be traded on an exchange. Therefore, we begin our discussion of the markets with a brief description of that reform. Those familiar with the well-known share segmentation system and its now largely completed reform, may safely move directly to Section 1.3.
Background: The Share Segmentation System and Its Reform
Among the signal marks of the program of liberalization that was initiated in 1978 under the leadership of Deng Xiaoping was its pragmatism and gradualism. Among the steps taken to ensure that corportization of certain state sector production facilities could be safely tried, while not engendering unforeseen complication, was the adoption of a plan strictly to limit the potential non-state ownership of shares of the corporations that were to be formed from state and province production facilities. Thus newly incorporated enterprises carved from state assets in the 1990s were authorized by the State Council to issue shares pursuant to an elaborate share segmentation plan.
Under the share segmentation scheme that governed the listing of shares on securities exchanges, a majority of shares of SOEs (which from the beginning and today constitute most of the companies listed on the exchanges) would be non-tradable and held by institutions that were directly or indirectly controlled by the government. The minority of shares that were to be tradable were themselves broken down into A shares and B shares on both Shanghai Stock Exchange and Shenzhen Stock Exchange. The A shares constitute the vast majority of shares traded on these exchanges, are traded in renminbi on the Shanghai or Shenzhen stock exchanges and originally could be purchased only by Chinese nationals or institutions. B shares are traded on the same exchanges but were listed in US dollars in Shanghai and HK dollars in Shenzhen; they could be purchased originally only by foreign nationals or institutions (now they can be purchased by Chinese nationals as well).
1 In addition to A and B shares, some larger Chinese firms, seeking access to foreign capital, have received (from the CSRC) permission to list on foreign exchanges. Stocks traded on these exchanges are denominated H shares (Hong Kong Stock Exchange), N shares (NYSE), L shares (LSE) and S shares (Singapore Exchange) and carry the same voting and cash flow rights as A shares.
Importantly, in addition to the segmentation of shares into A and B shares, Chinese shares were distinguished by the nature of the holder. Shares could be either (1) pre-IPO shares issued in connection with the "corporitization" of the assets to (a) instrumentalities of the state -such as a Ministry, the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission ("SASAC") or a provincial or municipal governments; or (b) to certain legal persons (principally the parent of the listed SOE, which itself will generally be controlled by a province or municipal body; or (2) shares issued in or after the IPO to Chinese nationals or institutions (for example, the Qualified Foreign Institutional Investors, "QFIIs"). At least prior to the recent reform described below, the pre-IPO shares issued to state or munic-ipal entities or to SOE management as part of the IPO process were generally classified as "C shares" and were not tradable on the exchange. Non-tradable shares ("NTSs") could only be transferred to legal persons (including in recent years foreign strategic investors) in private placements with the prior approval of both SASAC and the CSRC.
Prior to the completion of share segmentation reform, significantly, with respect to every listed SOE -and, most of the firms listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange are SOEs, recent estimates varying between 70% and 80% (Chen, Firth and Xu, 2009 ) -NTSs significantly outnumbered the proportion of shares that are tradable. According to CSRC data, for example, at the end of 2004, there were 714.9 billion shares outstanding of all listed Chinese companies of which 454.3 billion or 64% were non-tradable. Thus, a fact of fundamental importance is that the trading market on the Chinese securities exchanges has represented only minority interests. Generally for most listed firms control exists in one or more state affiliated firms or entities. For a relatively small minority of listed firms control exists in an individual, family or small group.
The non-tradability of control blocks has been deemed undesirable and the CSRC attempted for several years to reform this structure. After several failed attempts to do so, the CSRC has now largely completed its program in which most NTSs have been converted to shares that may be traded on the exchanges. The state-owned shares are now legally capable of being gradually floated to the open market according to relevant rules. The completion of the share segmentation reform raises a new series of economically interesting questions, however: will the state in fact dissolve its control blocks through secondary market sales of formerly NTSs? If so, the control of which firms will be put on the market and when? It seems highly unlikely that the state will allow control over key elements of the economy, e.g., finance, transportation, energy, communications, and natural resources, to pass into the market. And with respect to less vital SOEs, the state may raise capital by sale of state-owned shares while retaining blocks of 20%-25% which ordinarily would be deemed sufficient to thwart a market based change in corporate control.
Thus while the completion of the NTSs reform removes a formidable impediment to the development of an effective securities market, it remains to be seen if, when and with respect to which firms the reform will be operationalized.
Growth in Market for Large Company (SOEs) Shares
2 Article 27 of "The Administrative Measure of Share Segmentation Reform of Listed Companies" issued by the CSRC in September 2005 requires that (1) the NTSs cannot be publicly traded or transferred within 12 months after the implementation of the reform proposal of NTSs adopted by the listed company; (2) with regards to these NTSs shareholders who own more than 5% shares of a listed company, after the expiration of the above required 12-month period, they are not allowed to sell more than 5% of shares converted from NTSs on a stock exchange within 12 months and are not allowed to sell more than 10% of shares converted from NTSs within 24 months.
The mainland Chinese stock exchanges are now quite large. By close of June 2010, the Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges together listed 1,891 companies. The majority listed companies were SOEs.
3 Using the market capitalization metric, with its weaknesses, the two mainland Chinese exchanges would have together constituted the fourth largest exchange in the world at the close of June 2010. At that time, total market capitalization of both markets equaled US$2,877.6 trillion, about one quarter of the size of the NYSE. While in the context of the Chinese securities markets, market capitalization figures may mislead as much as inform, still the numbers are impressive. Daily trading volume on both markets averaged US$33.4 billion as of April 30, 2010. 4 Again, measured in total market capitalization, the comparative recent growth rates of these exchanges and their volatility appears remarkable. Comparative data for the periods of 2006 through 2009 is set forth in Table 2 . Tam (2002) put the number at 90%. Liu and Sun (2003) put the number at 84%. See Clark (2008) . A recent study looked at the period of 1999-2004, consisting of 6,113 samples and it concluded that the state directly and indirectly acted as major controlling shareholder at 79.7% of firms. See Chen, Firth and Xu (2009) . As of close of 2007, it appears that 65% of these listing were SOEs (and essentially all of the largest firms). In 2006 there were 14 new listings on the Shanghai Exchange, all of which were SOEs. 4 The Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite Index which has a base (1991) value of 100 started 2006 at less than 1500. It peaked at 6,124.04 in October 2007 and then began to decline steeply. It dipped below 2000 in late 2008 and then began to recover. By early 2010 it stood at slightly more than 3000 and then it dropped to around 2,300 by the end of June 2010. The largest SOEs dominate trading on the Shanghai Stock Exchange. Of more than 800 listed firms as of June 2010, the ten largest firms represent 39.5% of the exchange's total market capitalization. The two largest listed firms -PetroChina Company Limited ("PetroChina") and Industrial and Commercial Bank of China ("ICBC") together account for approximately 20% of the market capitalization of the entire exchange as of the end of June 2010. 5 The Shanghai Exchange is substantially more concentrated than either the New York Stock Exchange or the Tokyo Exchange, but currently about the same as the London Exchange. A shares were public floated and controlled by domestic non-state owned entities or individuals. 8 Notably, the same cash flow rights usually command a somewhat higher price on the Shanghai Stock Exchange than on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. This mainland premium is chiefly due, we believe, to impediments to low cost arbitrage between mainland markets and the Hong Kong market and to the huge demand for investment that the high personal or family savings rate in China generates. The Hang Seng China A-H Premium Index, launched on July 9, 2007, tracks the average price difference between A shares and H shares for the largest and most liquid China enterprises with both A-share and H-share listings. The Hang Seng China A-H Premium Index reached a high at 208 in January 2008 meaning A shares are trading at an average premium of 108% above H shares and the index for the first half of 2010 was generally between 100% to 120%. Greater opportunities for arbitrage between these markets will, of course reduce or eliminate this difference.
The upshot of the fact that the trading markets in Shanghai are relatively thin and are more highly concentrated than most developed markets and that Chinese investors have highly restricted alternative investment opportunities, is that there is good reason to suppose that the prices reflected on the mainland markets are not a good signal of fundamental value of the shares or the firms listed on the exchange. In fact, Chinese stock markets are frequently described as highly volatile; price movements are notably synchronous (e.g. Morck, Yeung and Yu, 2000; Xie, Dai and Xu, 2003) and when market prices are compared to prices at which control transactions occur it has been found that the control of a listed firm is traded by private contract on average at almost a 20% discount to market price. (Tuan, Zhang, Hsu and Zhang, 2007) . The reasonable conclusion is that traded prices are likely not a good signal of fundamental firm value.
Product Innovation: Short Sales, Margin Sales and Indexed Futures
The securities markets in China have yet to develop a range of investment tools that are used elsewhere for investor risk management and which tend to reduce market volatility. These tools include short selling, margin buying and equity futures contracts. In recent years, however, steps have been going forward to carefully to introduce these investment techniques. In 2007 the State Council after long study, approved regulations formally permitting trade in financial futures and options. The Chinese Financial Futures Exchange (CFFEx) was then formed under the authority of the CSRC. CFFEx spent the following years building an electronic platform for futures trading and a comprehensive set of procedures to facilitate trading by brokers and discourage retail participation in a possible futures market.
9 It was not until January 2010, however, that the State Council approved a trial period for the introduction of these investment tools.
Caution was also reflected in the introduction of short sales of equities and margin trading also in January 2010. Regulatory restrictions have been designed to control the effects of these innovations. For example, only selected securities firms will be authorized to execute short sales or margin sales and they must use their own capital and shares to effect these transaction. Thus, it is expected that no market in borrowed shares for the purpose of short sales will develop for the present at least. These restrictions will limit the use of these techniques and should be seen as an attempt to introduce these techniques in a guarded way.
The inability to sell shares short or to buy or sell futures in securities has starkly limited the ability of Chinese institutional investors to hedge financial risk and has likely contributed to excessive market volatility of the Chinese markets. No doubt the financial market turbulence during the period 2008-2009 made that period seem an inauspicious time in which to implement these desirable securities market innovations. It is a sign both of the confidence of the leadership in the Chinese economy and their serious desire to build out the Chinese securities markets as large modern securities markets, that these changes were kick-started again in January 2010.
Institutional Investors
Retail investors dominated China's stock markets from their inception. This fact has doubtlessly contributed to the relative price volatility of these markets. The dominance of retail investors, however, has gradually eroded in China, as QFIIs and domestic institutional investors, such as insurance companies, a variety of managed investment funds, and the national social security fund have grown in importance. In fact, by the end of 2008, the CSRC could report that institutional investors had for the first time became the dominant force in the market, by holding 54.6% of market capitalization of all tradable shares in the domestic markets.
10 By comparison we note that institutional investors have been reported to represent seventy percent of the Hong Kong stock exchange and eighty percent of the New York Stock Exchanged.
The participation of QFIIs in the two mainland exchanges, however, remains quite limited. These foreign institutional investors, would no doubt be interested in channeling increasing amounts of foreign investment into the Chinese securities markets. But their ability to do so is limited. Following the initiation of the QFII program in 2003, qualifying institutions were permitted to invest in the A-share and the government bond markets.
According to the State Administration of Foreign Exchange, as of June 30, 2010, there were eighty-eight QFIIs approved in China, with an approved investment amount of US$17.1 billion, 11 which represented only about 1% of the A shares market capitalization.
A Chinese institutional investor deserving mention in this connection is the National Council for Social Security Funds (NSSF) established in 2000. NSSF is responsible for the investment of funds to support a future retirement system. The investment fund it manages comes from central government budget allocations, from investment returns it can earn and from liquidation of state-owned shares in SOEs. That is, in order to help fund future pension system needs, the Chinese government has required that in connection with any share sale by one of one hundred thirty one SOEs, that the NSSF be funded with 10% of the proceeds of such sales up to the limit of the state's holding in the company. At the end of 2009, NSSF managed total assets of RMB 562.4 billion.
1.6
Market Access for "Private" Firms: The SME Board & the GEM Board.
To a large extent, the growth of the Chinese economy is attributable not to the SOEs that dominate the Shanghai Stock Exchange, but to private and hybrid firms, that is those firms with private as well as local government involvement (as lenders, minority owners or business partners). But formal sources of finance either bank loans or securities markets are difficult for private firms in China. (Shen, Shen, Xu and Bai, 2009 ). These firms have largely, but not completely, been excluded by the CSRC from listing on the stock exchanges. These firms have largely, but not completely, been excluded by the CSRC from listing on the exchanges. While there are about 570 private companies listed on the two Chinese stock exchanges, representing 34.8% of the total number of all listed companies, those firms represent only 12.2% of the market capitalization (Shanghai Stock Exchange, August 10, 2009.
Private firms have tended not been approved for listing by the CSRC for a variety of reasons. First, of course, is the fact that the fundamental mission of the securities markets at least for the first fifteen years of their existence has been to support SOEs with additional capital. Especially in the first years of the exchanges, allocation of listings were heavily influenced by the capital needs of inefficient province level SOEs. Second, the CSRC deems itself charged to protect investors from excessively risky companies. Thus an unwillingness to approve listings for private firms may, in part, reflect a belief that these firms will on average be more risky than existing state-affiliated enterprises. Third, these smaller more entrepreneurial enterprises may lack political patrons, which in a system (and a culture) that is inevitably affected by political and personal networks, may be a significant disadvantage. Finally, the under representation of small and growing private firms may in part reflect an ideological bias against "private" wealth building. Whatever the source of the bias, given the fact that, as a class, private or hybrid firms represent the greatest prospect for substantial economic growth, the failure of the securities markets to provide finance to this segment must be deemed as a substantial current weakness. The leadership has recognized this fact and approved substantial steps to address it. The CSRC has two initiatives in that respect. In 2004, a Small and Medium Enterprises Board (the "SME Board") was opened in Shenzhen and more recently a Growth Enterprise Board ("GEB Board") was opened on the same exchange.
The SME Board has met with some success. Private enterprises have a very significant presence on the SME Board. They are said to represent approximately 76% listed companies as of October 2005 (Zhang 2005) . By June 2010, 437 firms had listed shares on this board. Moreover, reportedly the annual average revenue growth rate of these firms was 30 percent and growth rate of net profit was reportedly 18.5%.
12 However, in many respects the listing standards for the SME board are similar to those of the bigger boards. The SME Board requires companies to have a minimum RMB30 million of accumulated net profits in the three years prior to listing. This rather importantly limits its utility to smaller entrepreneurial firms.
The CSRC's second, more recent and more substantial step to try to begin to afford better access to capital markets to non-state enterprises was reflected in the first IPO in October 2009 on the new Growth Enterprise Board ("GEB" also sometimes referred to as "ChiNext") of the Shenzhen Stock Exchange. This Board has been designed to function much as the NASDAQ market does in the U.S., providing public capital to entrepreneurial, especially high tech firms. One aspect of this initiative is to provide a potential exit channel for venture capital funded enterprises, thus further encouraging the development of a PRC venture capital business. Access to the GEB market will be overseen by a special review committee, which committee will presumably be professionally familiar with the special character of entrepreneurial and venture financed backed firms. The standards for listing on the GEB are lower than the SME Board: a minimum RMB10 million in retained earnings 13 . Nevertheless, in contrast to similar markets in other countries, companies that apply for the listing on the GEB must already be profitable, a test that neither Amazon nor Ebay, for example, would have been able to satisfy. Thus even these innovative small company boards may reflect a strong regulatory bias against more risky enterprises. This bias may be appropriate in a system with a weak information environment, but it does limit the benefits that entrepreneurial activity can provide.
The first batch of twenty-eight selected firms selected for listing on the GEB went public on October 30, 2009 to warm market acceptance.
14 As of June 2010, ninety companies were listed on the GEB.
The Absence of a Substantial Market for Commercial Bonds
From the perspective of more highly developed financial markets, a notable feature of the Chinese securities markets is the practical absence of a market for commercial bonds and indeed a very small bond market even when government bonds are included.
For example, at the close of 2006, the PRC bond market was reported to equal just 35.3% of China's GDP. Comparable international bond market numbers demonstrate the undeveloped nature of the Chinese bond market: Japan (201.0%), the U.S. (188.5%), U.K. (140.5%), Korea (125.1%), and Germany (69.0%). (CSRC Report: 245). The existing bond market is heavily dominated by treasury bonds and financial institutions bonds. Huang and Zhu report that there are primarily four types of bonds in the domestic Chinese bond markets: Treasury bonds (they estimate at 2,149 billion yuan in late 2006), central bank notes (2,931 billion yuan), financial bonds (2.097 billion yuan), and commercial bonds (170 billion yuan). Thus the bond market supplies only a tiny portion of the capital available to non-financial firms. The CSRC gives somewhat different estimates but the proportions are about the same. It estimates treasury bonds at 53.3% of the market and bonds of government owned financial institutions at 37% at the end of 2007 (CSRC Report: 246). The CSRC reports that only 4.2% of the small PRC bond market represents what it classifies as "corporate bonds", and most of that amount represents the small short term commercial paper market at 3.7%. Reportedly, only .05% of the bond market represents bonds issued by listed companies. When coupled with the very limited ability to hedge equity investments through derivative or futures trading, one can see the job of insurance company investment managers as very challenging in China.
China's lack of a substantial bond market does not make it an outlier among developing nations, however. As Table 1 shows, India, and Russia both have small bond markets. But neither of these countries has developed their economy or the formal institutions of capital markets as consistently as has China. Therefore, one is entitled to wonder why this aspect of capital market development has not made more progress in China? A possible answer might involve a desire to protect the large, state owned banks from bond or money market competition. Should a substantial bond market be available for long or short term debt, presumably the strongest credits would tend to migrate there, leaving weaker creditors for the subsidized banking system. 15 In addition bank lending may appear to the leadership to be superior to a commercial bond markets because bank lending is arguably more easily susceptible to influence by government officials than would be a bond market -both with respect to allocating capital in the first place and with respect to controlling the consequences of a default.
PART II. THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT: THE CSRC.
Prior to 1992, China's infant securities markets had been lightly regulated by local governments and the local branch offices of the People's Bank of China (the "PBOC"). Following the establishment of the Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges in 1990 and 1991, respectively, the State Council, in order to consolidate the complex, multilayered and fragmented institutional framework for securities trading, in fall 1992 formed the Securities Committee of the State Counsel (the "SCSC") and the CSRC, as the SCSC's executive arm. These new entitles were charged to create a centralized supervisory framework for securities issuance and trading in China.
CSRC's Dual Mandate: Advance State Policy While Also Protecting Investors.
As an executive arm of State Council, the CSRC has a primary obligation to advance state policy and programs. These state aims importantly include successful implementation of the state corporitization program, the development of the securities markets and the modernization of management of corporatized state-owned firms. In connection with its effort to supervise and guide the development of modern securities markets, the CSRC has adopted approaches that in some respects appear to have been influenced by the structure and policies of the U.S. Securities Exchange Commission ("SEC"). In other respects, however, the CSRC's mission and the nature of the PRC governmental structure requires quite different treatment of problems than that of western securities regulators.
As set forth in the PRC Securities Law of 2006, the CSRC's functions are broad indeed. They are to: (1) formulate relevant rules and regulations to supervise and administer the securities markets and exercise the power of examination or verification; 16 (2) supervise and administer the issuance, offering, trading, registration, custody and settlement of securities (including granting or withholding permission to issuers to distribute shares); (3) supervise and administer securities activities of securities issuers, listed companies, securities firms, securities investment funds, securities trading service institutions, stock exchanges and securities registration and clearing institutions; (4) formulate the standards for securities practice qualification and code of conduct and carry on the supervision and implementation; (5) supervise and examine information disclosure relating to securities issuance, offering and trading; (6) offer guidance for and supervise activities of securities industries associations; (7) investigate and punish violations of any securities laws and administrative rules; 16 Under the CSRC's direct supervision, the Shanghai Stock Exchange and the Shenzhen Stock Exchange are the major SROs in China. The CSRC holds the power to appoint and remove major officers of the exchanges. The stock exchanges themselves are not empowered with formal investigative and sanction authorities over frauds on the market; the CSRC is. But the CSRC's enforcement capacity is still restrained and the SROs may offer considerable depth and expertise regarding market operations and practices. and (8) perform any other functions and duties in accordance with law or administrative rules.
The CSRC is widely regarded as one of China's most highly professional regulatory bodies. It has been an active and effective participant in guiding market development, improving market transparency and in encouraging the development of modern management techniques.
17 Perhaps its role differs from that of the SEC most fundamentally in that, as an executive arm of the State Council of the PRC, it has assumed the power to control access to the securities markets by all potential issuers of shares. Thus it acts as a gatekeeper to public finance available both in the IPO and the secondary issuance markets. We turn to this aspect of CSRC functioning first and then to its disclosure policy and enforcement activities. We discuss the CSRC's role in modernization of management later, when we discuss corporate governance of listed firms.
2.2
Access to Listing: The Merits Based Regulatory Approach.
CSRC as Gatekeeper
In its role of overseeing the development of the Chinese securities markets, the CSRC seeks to advance state interests by limiting the number of new listing and number of shares to be issued in any period, and by selecting those applicants for initial public offerings or secondary issuances on the PRC securities exchanges. In doing so, it exercises merits based discretionary judgment.
18
A number of considerations affect this selection process. In the earliest phase of the process of corporatization and issuance of shares in China, decisions concerning which companies would be permitted to sell listed shares were heavily influenced by local politics. In this period, listing opportunities were allocated among provincial governments on a quota basis. The allocation of this opportunity to local firms was made by local governments which would be reviewed by the CSRC, who would give final approval. Provincial governments tended to allot these allowances so as to raise money for the SOEs that were the most significant local employers and were most in need of capital. Thus, as it happened, underperforming SOEs were disproportionately selected for listing at the expense of more dynamic entrepreneurial companies (Tao, 2006) . During this period approximately 949 SOEs were listed on the domestic stock exchanges while only 30 private firms were permitted access to the securities markets (Zhang, 2000) .
This allocation system was modified in 1998 and abandoned in 2001. Currently, in determining whether to permit access to listing the CSRC deploys a process in which a committee -the Public Offering Review Committee (the "Committee" or the "PORC") makes a recommendation respecting access to listing. The PORC is comprised of a minori- ty of CSRC officials and a majority of outside experts in law, accountancy and financial markets. The decisions of PORC may take into account all relevant considerations, including the issuer's qualifications, use of proceeds, legitimacy of business operation, competitive strength, assets' quality, profit generating ability, independence, information disclosure and corporate governance. 19 The following Looking more closely at rejections for the year 2007, one notes that of the 55 rejected applications 38 were for initial public offerings and seventeen were requests for secondary offerings. Among those rejected applications, sixteen were stated as being primarily due to PORC's view of risky or impracticable plans for use of proceeds; fourteen rejections were primarily due to perceived over-reliance on business with the controlling shareholders or major clients and the lack of competitiveness or independence; eleven rejections were primarily due to poor accounting practices, such as inconsistent accounting policies, noncompliance in revenue recognition, insufficient provisions and significant contingency issues; eight rejections were primarily due to the failure to meet qualification requirements such as material changes of management in the reporting period; and four rejections were primarily due to insufficient or false information disclosure.
Thus formally the CSRC system for allocating listings appears to be moving away from political allocations towards economic merits based listing decisions. There can be little doubt however, that both political and policy based factors continue to have a large impact on these decisions. First, while geographical allocations to various provinces was formally abandoned in 2001 in favor of an independent merits based approach, a 2004 study found that the 2003 geographical distribution of IPO fund allocations was not significantly different than the distribution in year 2000. (Chen 2004) . Secondly, the number of new listings itself during any period is subject to macro-level policy considerations. Thus, the CSRC may reduce or even eliminate for a time the number of IPOs authorized without regard to the investment quality of any pending applicant for listing. For example, in order to accommodate the non-tradable shares reform, all IPO activities were held in abeyance from Finally, while recent changes in the IPO listing process clearly appear to represent improvements (if one assumes that the system of access should allow investors access to those firms that have the highest risk adjusted future value) the improved system still leaves substantial room for inefficient allocations both because of human judgment error in being able to distinguish "good" bets from bad ones and from the possibility for corruption that gatekeeper systems inevitably invite.
IPO Pricing
In addition to access itself the CSRC has a role in the setting of IPO prices. The CSRC once set bounds on IPO offering prices by a formula in which average firm earnings over the last three years were multiplied by a floor rate (15 usually) and a ceiling rate (usually 20) . Within the resulting range underwriters and issuers set an offering price. But unsurprisingly, the setting of such prices, as well as access to the exchange listing itself, has been found to be affected by what might be termed "connections." Based on a study of 423 PRC IPOs during period 1994 to 1999, Francis, Hasan & Sun (forthcoming) find that, on various measures of political connectedness (e.g. corporate directors who are retired high level officials), "connected" firms were more likely to receive a higher than median P/E ratio in the price setting process and thus a authority for a higher range of issuance prices.
But not all firms are well connected; for most firms the setting of offering prices tends to be on the low side. This of course is true in western securities markets too. Underwriters want happy investors and even issuers want share prices to rise initially to some extent. Thus it is common to observe average price increases following an IPO. But the degree of under pricing on the Shanghai exchange appears substantially greater than observed in the western markets. Xiu and Liu (2008) found that in China, the degree of IPO under-pricing measured by the first-day return is higher than 100%, which is larger than almost all the documented IPO initial returns in other countries. See also Tan (2006) . Perhaps responding to this apparent large systematic IPO under-pricing, at the close of 2004, the CSRC began to experiment with the introduction of a price inquiry mechanism and book-building process, which would seek to move towards an IPO price more reflective of market sentiment. In accordance with these initiatives, IPO issuers, after receiving CSRC's green light for share issuance, must initially inquire about appropriate IPO prices from at least twenty institutional investors (more if the issuance is planned at 400 million shares or more). Presumably the range of P/E ratios that the CSRC will use setting IPO price ranges in specific cases will take these opinions into account. The quality of information availability is of course a foundational condition for relatively efficient price fixing on securities (or other) markets. Chinese statutory law mandates that issuers' accurately disclose all material information and prohibits any material false statement or omission.
21 Disclosure obligations are periodic and continuous. 22 To be effective, a disclosure regime requires that the quality of information disclosed is good (truthful, , timely and material) and that when it is not that some sanction be enforced. Despite these legal systems requirements, however, the credibility of information disclosed by Chinese listed companies is regarded as doubtful by investors and scholars (e. g. Aharony, Lee and Wong, 2000) .
There are some efforts to improve the quality of information available. A 2008 study by Shanghai Stock Exchange found that disclosure violations represented approximately 78% of all violations punished by CSRC and two stock exchanges for the period of 1996 -2007 (Shanghai Stock Exchange, 2008 ). An earlier Shenzhen Stock Exchange study covering the period 1993-2001 found that material omission and false disclosure were the two top categories of violations (Shenzhen Stock Exchange, 2002) . They represented 69.7% and 13.3%, respectively of the 218 violations discovered during that period. The absolute number of violations disciplined does not however seem large (see section 2.4 below re. enforcement).
Would a Disclosure Based IPO System Be Feasible for China and Beneficial?
For the reasons mentioned earlier (i.e. human bias or error in price fixing, the possibility of both political influence and personal corruption), a system of full disclosure and market based offering prices would no doubt be the policy recommendation of most western law and finance experts. But it should be acknowledged that a merits based securities regulatory system may offer benefits in a society in which financial information is not yet of high quality, retail investor sophistication is not high and market prices appear to be relatively inefficiently set. These conditions appear to obtain in China currently.
Thus, while the CSRC has announced an intention to move towards a disclosure based system, as Hong Kong, Malaysia and Singapore are doing, until there is greater respect for the integrity of financial statements, and greater evidence that prices are fixed in an efficient secondary market 23 we can expect movement towards disclosure based system to be unhurried.
Enforcement
It is a commonplace for legal scholars to note the critical role of enforcement in effective securities regulation (e.g. Coffee, 2007) . The difference between law as written on a page and law as implemented by active agents and courts can be great.
Securities law enforcement is one of the CSRC's major regulatory functions.
24 Prescribed market misconduct includes: illegal stock offerings, misrepresentation and omission in connection with the offer or sale of securities, insider trading, market manipulation and professional (securities firm/accounting firm/law firm) misconduct in connection with the offer or sale of securities.
25 Among the recurring matters that give rise to enforcement activities of the CSRC are disclosure violations, securities firm misconducts such as misappropriation of client funds and market manipulation. Authorized penalties against public companies or securities firms include disgorgement, fines, 26 revocations of business licenses, orders of business suspension and internal correction, and warnings or censure. Fines, 27 an up-to a lifelong bar from the industry, and warnings are available against individuals, including directors and senior management in listed companies.
While it is empowered, it is difficult to say that the CSRC is as an effective enforcement body. 28 For the most part, CSRC enforcement activities are limited and its penalties are mild. While the number of CSRC enforcement actions has grown as the markets has grown, the number of such actions does not seem large. In the early years, fewer than 15 cases were investigated and adjudicated annually. In recent years, the number of administrative prosecutions has increased to more than 40. These numbers, however, are small. It is suggestive, but little more than that, given the differences in the scale of U.S. financial markets, but in 2008 for example, it was reported that the SEC. brought 671 enforcement actions (SEC 2008) . In 2007, the SEC filed 656 enforcement actions (SEC 2007) . In 2006, the total had dropped by about 9% to 574 enforcement actions compared to the prior year (SEC, 2006) . 29 There are grounds to believe that in China powerful SOEs are treated lightly by the CSRC; despite making up a small portion of listed companies in China's securities markets, private companies are more often sanctioned than SOEs. 30 But it is possible, of course, that the private firms may be less law abiding.
In all events, the result in most CSRC enforcement cases in which a listed company is accused of wrongdoing is censure; fines are quite rare (Firth, Chen, Gao and Rui, 2005 ). Yet Donald Clark wisely notes that where senior officers of SOEs are state officials, as may be the case in many large SOEs, a censure may be an effective remedy because it is likely to have serious career effects.
In recent years private actions by mislead investors have been permitted. Enforcement of securities private litigation in the PRC courts is a recent phenomenon. The PRC courts have faced a problem similar to that of the CSRC: they need to provide access to investors claiming fraud often in connection with SOE issuance of shares, while at the same time considering the interests of state in front of massive private securities litigations.
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PART III. LISTED COMPANIES: CORPORATE GOVERNANCE WITH CHINESE CHARACTERISTICS
It is generally thought that one of the institutional preconditions for the evolution of an efficient securities market is the existence of reasonable protections for investors against both the risks of ex post exploitation of their investment and of management incompetence. A potential source of such protections is the system of corporate governance. By "corporate 29 In 2005, the SEC filed 629 enforcement actions. See SEC (2005) . 30 Liebman and Milhaupt (2008) posit that private firms may be less politically connected than state-owned firms, but they may also tend to have weaker governance. (Shen, 2008) .
governance" we mean that set of authoritative rules or practices that define how and by whom power over the internal affairs of a business corporation is distributed, exercised and disciplined. Of course, even countries with successful securities markets differ in the way in which and extent to which this protection is provided. But the Chinese securities markets remind us that what is important is the assurance, not its source. That is, it is not essential that such protections come from a legal system, although the legal system is the formal source of such protection in "rule of law" systems. What is important is that investors perceive in a system a reliable set of practices that offers reasonable protections against ex post investor exploitation or management incompetence.
Realism and the Governance of Internal Affairs in Chinese Corporations
Across the world, the topic of corporate governance receives attention from scholars, regulators and investors. China is not different; both its scholars 32 and law makers (e.g. State Counsel, 2004) appear deeply interested in this topic. The CSRC (e.g. CSRC, 2003) and the Stock Exchanges have addressed the topic of advisable corporate governance structures for listed companies. In this discussion, the very special features of "corporate governance with Chinese characteristics" are not always emphasized. Therefore, we begin our discussion by identifying the most significant aspect of these special characteristics.
Government and Party Involvement with Internal Firm Governance
With its legal system of "corporatized" joint stock companies, shareholder voting, takeover regulation and derivative law suits, China appears formally to be sufficiently similar to European or other western "rule of law" societies to justify discussing its economic control systems in these terms. As we discuss in this part, however, to treat these legal structures as representing the principal supports in the actual system of Chinese corporate governance would be a mistake. Chinese corporate governance is fundamentally different from that in the west. For Chinese listed firms, the formal system of board of directors, share-voting at meetings, of tender offers and of derivative law suits is of little importance in the actual system of power delegation, monitoring or discipline. Rather, actual control over important internal affairs in Chinese listed firms is usually in the hands of a control structures operated by the Chinese Communist Party ("CCP"). That system operates through several avenues. In the largest firms it is operated through a combination of Ministry supervision and CCP Central Committee action. For other listed firms, whether SOEs or "private" firms, that control operates through local, party designated committees that function in each large firm 33 (Wei Yu 2009), as well as through the operation of local government bureaucracies. (Fan & Huang 2010 ).
The firm-based party committee is an important structure in this regard. This committee which will be headed by a party secretary, who will often sit on the company's supervisory board, will direct the voting of state controlled shares, will nominate both "independent" directors and insiders, and will have significant influence in designating or dismissing the CEO. As quoted by Howson (2009) (Hu, Cheng and Fu, 2006) Under the Constitution of the CCP, local party committees are charged to "supervise the members of CCP in the firm" and "implement higher party policy" (Article 31). The Constitution also provides that they "shall not be in charge of business operations of the firm." (Article 32). Nevertheless as we noted a member of the party committee usually sits on the board and it is not rare for the party secretary to serve as board chair. Chang and Wong (2004) found that in their large sample, 16.4% of firms the party secretary served also as a senior officer of the company.
In the largest firms, the governance role of the party is formally directed from the central organs of the party. In December 2008, the Organization Department of CPC Central Committee and SASAC issued a notice that key positions in fifty-three major activities." Article 31 of the constitution of the CCP assigns the implementation function of higher party decisions to local party committees within firms, while Section 7 assigns the right to supervise party cadres and any other personnel explicitly to local party committees. In effect, this provision gives local party committees a supervisory and monitoring role in shareholding firms. (Chang and Wong 2004) Thus, while the process by which senior officers are designated, paid, and promoted or disciplined is formally a corporate process, in reality it is dominated by party processes. Presumably the designation of officers is based on a blend of considerations including both competence in administration and on political reliability or connections. Relations between party committees in legal person shareholders and those in listed firms is an internal party matter which occurs behind a veil. Sometimes apparently the party committee of a parent company may not appoint a committee in the subsidiary, but itself function directly in that capacity. (Wei Yu 2009) In fact, as the quotation of Jiang Chaoliang suggests, in China's listed SOE firms the formal board of directors has tended to play a secondary and formal role, with the party committee directing matters (through the board or otherwise) that it deems important. It is reported that the party exercises its influence primarily on questions of strategy and personnel, going much deeper into the organization than simply designating the CEO. (Wong, Opper and Hu, 2004) . While they exercise great influence or control over corporate processes, Party Committees owe no fiduciary duties to public shareholders. Each Party Committee fits into the CCP governance structure which establishes appointment, goal setting, reporting and disciplinary structures. (Howson, 2009 , Wei Yu 2009 and Pistor, 2010 .
Finally, with respect to smaller listed firms, the multi-dimensional involvement of local bureaucracies, which has been studied by Fan, Wong & Zhang (2007) and Fan & Huang (this volume) , radically reduces the scope of areas over which even effective instruments of shareholder centered corporate governance could operate.
Does the State (Party) Governance Role Help or Hurt Public Shareholders?
The conventional scholarly view of this degree of political control of the internal affairs of a business corporation is that it will tend to be inefficient, diverting corporate resources away from activities designed to maximize market returns towards the achievement of political objectives, including unnecessary employment. (e.g. Blanchard and Aghion, 1996; and Hellman and Schankerman, 2000) . The policy implication of this view is unambiguous: reductions in political control should be associated with more efficient firms. Some studies find this effect in China for SOEs (presence of party secretary associated with poorer operating performance and lower labor productivity). (Wei Yu 2009) Other scholars however, deploying the same theoretical framework have seen the question of CCP's role in the corporate governance of Chinese listed firms more subtlety. They point out that while party committees certainly may involve the potential inefficiency of diversion of resources, or of excessive local employment, these committees may also have other positive effects from the point of view of the firm. They may assist management in securing limited resources (such as land, finance or possibly IPO allocations) and may limit both managerial agency costs and controlling shareholder expropriation. (Qian 1995 (Qian , 1996 . Moreover, the incentives of bureaucratic actors in China are to some extent aligned with long term investors interests, in that it is reported (e.g. Fan & Huang 2010 ) that a key metric in bureaucratic promotion is growth in GDP in the province or region. On this more textured view, the systemic effects of party committees or of local government actors on the efficiency of listed firms presents a difficult empirical question. The studies done -based on accounting measures largely -are inconclusive; they suggest that for their sample as a whole party committees add value in constraining agency costs of management but are associated with inefficient levels of employment. (Chang and Wang, 2004) .
Alongside its system of direct and indirect Communist Party control, China has developed the legal infrastructure of liberal corporate governance. We turn now to a discussion of this formal system. We suggest that the legal system represents a supplemental system that has two main purposes; it offers some assurance to foreign investors and may help in the modernization of management of listed SOEs. In the following sections of this part, we discuss the current status of formal governance system. In Section 3.2 we discuss the command and control type of governance that originates chiefly in the CSRC. In Section 3.3 we discuss formal legal governance rights of investors that will look familiar to those familiar to with western corporate governance mechanisms.
Top Down Corporate Governance in China: The CSRC Governance Role
In addition to other aspects of CCP direct and indirect corporate governance power, the CSRC exercises significant authority with respect to establishment of certain governance standards and practices for listed firms.
The Code of Corporate Governance for Listed Companies
In 2001 the CSRC issued its Code of Corporate Governance for Listed Companies. 34 In this Code the CSRC, in ninety-five number paragraphs, establishes standards for corporate governance. They include three paragraphs on Related Party Transactions (12-14), seven paragraphs on Behavior Rules for Controlling Stockholders, six paragraphs (22-27) on the Independence of the Listed Company, and three paragraphs on Disclosure of Controlling Shareholder's Interests (92-94). These rules of corporate governance plausibly seem directed towards protecting holders of state (formerly) NTS (and public shareholder incidentally) by forcing disclosure by legal person shareholders.
In addition, the CSRC establishes rules for board procedure (44-48), for specialized committees of the board (52-58) and for Performance Assessments and Incentive and Disciplinary Systems (69-72). These rules seem directed to instructing management (and controlling holders of legal person shares) about best management practices.
In fact, agencies of the State with large economic interests in residual earnings of listed SOEs would not be dependent on regulatory or judicial remedies in responding to mismanagement self-dealing or even for poor corporate governance practices. If SASAC, as the body holding the residential state interest in many publicly listed SOEs, (or the Ministry of Finance in the case of the largest banks) or other agencies, learn of mismanagement, they can and presumably are expected to act through government or Communist Party channels for redress or discipline. Thus, a plausible explanation of the 2001 CSRC Corporate Governance standards is that in it the CSRC in effect provides such state agencies with expert guidance or standards respecting the topics it covers. Simultaneously, these standards and practices may serve to induce listed SOEs (and other listed firms coincidentally) to adopt more transparent and modern management and governance practices.
Goals of CSRC's Formal Governance Activities
More fully we suggest that in promulgating the Corporate Governance Code or other governance type regulations the CSRC seeks to advance three main aims:
First, the promulgation of sensible governance standards and practices will offer some assurance to foreign institutional investors on the Hong Kong or New York exchanges that investment in the large PRC SOEs listed on those exchanges constitutes an investment in a sensibly governed, modern commercial enterprise. Currently, as we indicated above, Hong Kong appears to be more important for raising capital for such firms than Shanghai and those shares enjoy special class voting rights.
The second reason we suppose that CSRC engages in serious corporate governance activity, even though public shareholders have virtually no ability to enforce such standards (as we see below), involves the apparent aim of the leadership to construct the infrastructure for a modern securities market -including statutory shareholder rights, fiduciary obligations and the modern standards of corporate governance -as an option for future finance of SOEs. The Share Segmentation Reform was an elaborate, time-consuming effort to make it possible to sell to public investors more of the State's share interest in large, listed SOEs. That effort must have been motivated by a desire to sell more stock to Chinese and to some extent overseas institutional investors. Time will tell to what extent these sales will occur and with respect to which firms. But, as with foreign investors in Hong Kong (as well as other overseas market), it is reasonable to expect that Chinese investors, especially institutional investors, will at that time be more likely to make further investments in SOEs at not-excessively discounted prices, if those firms appear to be governed by structures and "rights" consistent with those pertaining in other markets.
The third, and we suggest the most important reason that it makes sense for the leadership to authorize the CSRC to promulgate (and care about) corporate governance practices, even though shareholders have virtually no way to enforce such standards, is that these standards may also be thought of as attempts to modernize management practices of SOEs and to coordinate CCP governance of firms. Modernization of management of its state sector is important to China and the modern SOEs constitute a vital part of that sector. Listing standards on the exchanges and regulatory requirements by the CSRC can be seen both as a way to control undesirable management practices (such as self-dealing transactions) that hurt the State as a shareholder (and incidentally hurt public shareholders) and as a way to encourage the development of better management techniques, such as better financial reporting or incentive compensation programs. 35 The CSRC as a specialist organization will obviously be more knowledgeable than decentralized Party Committees in establishing such things as transparent accounting standards or responsible management practices, in which the state and the party have an interest.
The Limited Role of "Internal" Corporate Governance in Chinese Securities Markets
We turn now to the formal legal system of investor rights that appear in many respects similar to shareholder rights in the U.S. or other western systems. We structure this discussion of the formal aspects of Chinese corporate governance around three primary investor governance mechanisms: the investors' rights to vote, to sell shares thus facilitating a change in control and to sue.
Public Shareholders' Right to Vote
Turning first to the right to vote, we note that while all shares listed on Chinese securities exchanges carry one vote, voting rights with respect to PRC listed firms must be understood in the shadow of the fact that, in essentially all cases, block holders hold controlling blocks of shares. In SOEs, the controller is typically state affiliated; in the 20% or so of listed firms that are not SOEs, the controller is an individual, family or affiliated groups of investors. Thus, at first glance one would conclude that for public investors, corporate voting is almost wholly immaterial. This while largely true may not be entirely so.
Since one aim of the corporitization and listing process has been the attraction of capital -and as we show above, predominately foreign capital -to listed firms, it was seen as prudent, if not essential, to offer certain limited protections to foreign investors against the risk that a simple majority vote of shares could alter the character of their investment once it was made. This protection was offered through a mandatory class voting right for H shares (and other overseas' listing shares, if any) for the approval of transactions or charter amendments that would constitute an abrogation or variation in the rights of the H shares (or other overseas' listed shares, if any). 36 The mandatory provisions identify the various types of corporate actions (identified in footnote below) that require a class vote of H shares (or other overseas' listed shares, if any) to be implemented. 37 The voting rule to determine 35 See e.g. See CSRC, "Guidelines for Equity-based Compensation" (2005 No. 151 ) (Restricted stock and options as compensation limited to 10% of outstanding shares).
"Mandatory Provisions for Articles of Association of Companies to Be Listed
Overseas" were issued in 1994 jointly by the Securities Commission of the State Council (then the parent organization to the CSRC) and the State Economic System Restructuring Commission. 37 Art. 80 of Chapter 9 of the Mandatory Provisions provides the following situations shall be considered as a variation or abrogation of the rights of a certain class of shareholders: (1) the increase or reduction of the number of shares of that class of shares or the increase or reduction of the number of shares in another class which carry the same or more right to vote, right of distribution or other privileges; (2) the conversion of all or part of the shares of that class to another class, or the conversion of all or part of the shares of another class into the shares of that class or the granting of such right of conversion; (3) the cancellation such class votes is set at two-thirds of issued and outstanding H shares (or other overseas' listed shares, if any). The class vote right can offer substantial protection to foreign investors in covered matters.
There exists another share voting protection of some significance which relates to related party transactions. Under "Guidelines for Articles of Association of Listed Companies" first issued by the CSRC in 1997 and revised in 2006, the authorization of any related party transactions that requires a shareholder vote, requires that only disinterested shareholders vote. In practice, listed companies have adopted this provision in their articles of association. Not all related party transactions do require a shareholder vote, however. According to the Listing Rules of the Shanghai Stock Exchange, a shareholders' vote is required in three cases: if the transaction is approved by fewer than three "independent" directors or the transaction is large (greater than 5% of net assets and in excess of RMB 30 million) or there is a guarantee issued by the company to a related party.
Shareholder voting might in future become more important in Chinese corporate governance, now that share segmentation reform is largely completed. But it remains to be seen whether and when some firms will in fact distribute their formerly non-tradable shares to the public and how many shares will be distributed in this way. Certainly these holders will have a substantial economic incentive to sell at market prices if, as has been the case in the past, the market prices are higher than the private market prices.
If and when control of some listed firms does become available in the securities markets, a number of very important corporate governance issues will be faced. Some of these are mentioned below in connection with tender offers for control, but others will relate directly to shareholder voting. Given the high cost of any shareholder initiated proxy contest, the most significant of these issues will be whether and on what terms shareholders might have access to the company's proxy statement, which has been a contentious issue in the U.S for some time, and whether successful proxy contestants can get reimbursement for some or all of the costs of the contest and under what circumstances.
Public Shareholder Inability to Participate in Disciplinary Tender Offers
In systems in which control over listed companies is in the market ("Contestable or reduction of the rights of that class of shares to receive dividends declared or accrued; (4) the reduction or cancellation of the preferential rights of that class of shares to receive dividends or to receive distribution of assets upon the liquidation of the Company; (5) the increase, cancellation or reduction of the share conversion rights, options rights, voting rights, rights of transfer, preemptive rights and rights to acquire the securities of the Company of that class of shares; (6) the cancellation or reduction of the rights of that class of shares to receive payment payable by the Company in a particular currency; (7) to create a new class of shares which enjoys the same or more voting rights, distribution rights or other privileges than those enjoyed by that class of shares; (8) to restrict or increase the restriction on the transfer or ownership of that class of shares; (9) the granting of subscription rights or conversion rights in respect of that class or another class of shares; (10) the increase of the rights and privileges of another class of shares; (11) the reorganization of the Company as a result of which different classes of shareholders assume obligations otherwise than in proportion; and (12) the amendment or abrogation of the provisions in this Chapter 9.
Control Systems"), the mechanism of hostile changes in corporate control has been treated both by scholars of law and of finance, as well as governance activists as the ultimate market corrective for inefficiency of management Fischel, 1991 and Bebchuk, 1987) . The theory is well-known. The evolution of a disciplinary "market for corporate control" is often seen as a potentiality that can be useful in systems in which securities markets play a major financing role. But as neat as the theory of a market for corporate control appears to be, there are substantial grounds to believe that the types of costs and imperfections that affect the efficiency of securities markets generally (e.g. principally information problems, agent's incentive misalignment problems, and systematic limitations of human rationality) coupled with recurring periodic excess system liquidity, render this market far from perfect. (e.g. Schleifer and Summers, 1998 and Lipton, 1997) . Thus, in the U.S. there has long been a debate concerning how "free" the market for corporate control should be. There are of course numerous techniques open to any legal system for moderating the market for corporate control when it is permitted to exist: approval of "takeovers" by substantive regulatory agencies where there is a strong public interest in the industry; 38 enactment of "constituency" statutes or regulations that give non-shareholder constituencies a legally cognizable interest in such transactions (Allen, Kraakman and Subramanian, 2009 ); authorization of "poison pill" securities which give boards of directors certain powers to defend against unwanted takeovers (Kahan and Rock, forthcoming); and less powerful company law devices, such as staggered election of the board of directors. (Bebchuk, Coates and Subramanian, 2002 and Bebchuk and Cohen, 2005) . China need not address these secondary issues relating to a market in corporate control at this time because, while tender offers for control are legally possible, in fact there is virtually no market for corporate control.
39 "Takeovers" play no disciplinary role in China today.
Some "change in control" transactions do occasionally occur in China, but they are in the form of contracts in which an acquirer contracts with the holders of some or all formerly non-tradable shares for transfer of controlling block of stock. The State -that is both CSRC and often SASAC -must consent to such a transfer of control where state controlled shares are involved. When these transfers involve listed companies, under CSRC regulations, the buyer is required to extend a tender offer to all public shares at a price no less than that paid in the control transfer 40 (Such a rule is called a mandatory bid rule and is common in the E.U. and under some state law systems in the U.S.). While the beneficial effect of mandatory bid rules is controversial (Easterbrook and Fischel, 1989) , what is notably is that in China such tender offers, when they occur, are merely formal and have no economic effect at all. Professors Tuan, Zhang, Hsu and Zhang located just 24 instances of tender offers for shares of listed firms in China between June 2003 and December 2006. (Tuan, Zhang, Hsu and Zhang, 2007) Of these seventeen tender offers were "mandatory" in character and offered a price below the market price for the traded A shares! That is, in these cases, the price per share paid for the control block was below market price for the traded shares! Thus the public tender offer required by the CSRC mandatory bid rule could be and was made at a below market price. The authors report that on average the discount from market price offered was 19.6%. Unsurprisingly, none of these offers closed. We might call these tender offers "phantom tender offers", because they have the formal look of a tender offer, but have no economic substance. The remaining seven cases of tender offers were cash tender offers. All of these bids were in the petroleum & chemicals sector and all were initiated either by Petro China or by Sinopec, the giant SOEs in the petroleum business.
More interesting than the question why do buyers of control offer a price below market -having acquired control, they apparently saw no advantage in buying out the public shares -is the question why do the original holders of control agreed to sell at substantial discount to market price? A standard answer, grounded in a belief in the fundamental efficiency of stock markets, would be that very large blocks often trade at a discount due to market illiquidity. An alternative possible account of this phenomena would posit that the market price for non-controlling A shares is recognized by both buyers and sellers of control to be irrationally high on the Shanghai or Shenzhen Stock Exchanges, at least part of the time. That is, there may at times be a bubble premium reflected in the market that more informed and rational buyers are unwilling to pay.
In all events, we observe that, even though the legal technology to govern tender offers has been well developed by the CSRC, (Huang, 2008) , at least for the present, tender offers for corporate control play little role in Chinese corporate governance. The CSRC's formal takeover regulation appears to be another example of the development of a future option available to the leadership. Whether disciplinary takeovers in fact will be observed in the future in China will turn on two factors. First, will control of (some) listed firms actually become available on the market (i.e. will state affiliated holders sell control of SOEs into the market?) and second, should this occur, will the leadership permit the management of listed firms to be determined by a market for corporate control processes. That of course appears to be unlikely now or in the intermediate future. The more likely role for takeover regulation is to offer some modest protection to minority shareholders as control blocks are in future shifted as part of industry consolidations or other restructurings. Moreover, given the likely inefficiency of the pricing of shares on the mainland exchanges, even if shareholdings were such as to make hostile takeovers feasible, there is doubt that they would serve useful public purpose at this time.
Chinese Courts and Shareholders' Right to Sue
The Institutional Contributions That Courts Can Provide.
While administrative agencies such as CSRC can act as powerful instruments in structuring and operating a system of market regulation, courts could supplement such activity in useful ways. Courts can give force and effect to abstract statements of law by determining contested facts and declaring and enforcing rights and duties of managers, shareholders or directors in those factual contexts. Among the institutional advantages of courts are the following: (1) well functioning courts offer a professional commitment to make decisions only in accordance with pre-existing law and to be unaffected by other matters; (2) they have expertise in the content of pre-existing law and in accepted professional techniques of interpretation of it; (3) they make decisions grounded in the facts of a particular case, which are determined in an unbiased manner; and (4) they often or usually provide written justification for their results. In a judicial system in which courts function in this way, citizens know after a litigation has been determined that they have been heard by a disinterested judge with expertise who has ruled according to law. In this way well functioning courts can provide a form of satisfaction even to parties who lose their disputes. The reliable provision of these services can ex ante facilitate investment and more broadly contracting among strangers.
As an arbiter of disputes between shareholders and those controlling the management of the firm, courts could serve a corporate governance function either at the instance of government actors (e.g. administrative agencies) or at the instance of shareholders directly. In fact since the 2006 amendment of the Company Law, Chinese courts have been authorized to adjudicate claims of director wrongdoing in so-called "derivative" lawsuitsthat is a suit brought by a shareholder in the name and for the benefit of the corporation itself. 41 Such suits are brought against the corporate directors or officers who are alleged to have violated their duty and injured the company in some way.
Derivative lawsuits can be subject to abuse, but they can serve as an important constraint on corrupt behavior. Generally, these suits can be useful even if directors are not frequently required to pay damages for wrongs in such lawsuits. In the U.S., most such suits are settled through the payment of a relatively small payment from an insurance underwriter. Nevertheless, such suits are useful to investors because, ex ante, directors adjust their behavior knowing that in certain types of transactions they face a high probability that their conduct will be subject to derivative litigation and thus close judicial review. Thus the existence of this types of lawsuit and the legal infrastructure that permits them to be brought, can serve an important chilling effect on violations of the corporate directors fiduciary duties.
"Fiduciary Duties" and Shareholder Suits in China
Formally, the corporate board of directors, under Chinese company law and that of most western countries, holds power over corporate managers; it is responsible for overseeing the operation of the company. If those individuals wrongfully injure the corporation under most systems they can be held responsible and in some jurisdictions, including China, they may be held liable for such harm in a suit brought by shareholders on behalf of the corporation itself. Most such suits would charge a violation of a general duty to try in good faith to undertake transactions only in a good faith effort to advance corporate purposes. Such a duty is generally characterized as the fiduciary duty of loyalty. As part of the early corporatization movement, the first modern PRC Company Law of 1994 did expressly state that officers and directors of companies formed under its authority 42 shall be liable for damage caused to the company by their violation of law, administrative regulation or the company's articles of association. 43 It did not mention any concept similar to the open-ended fiduciary duty of loyalty and, more importantly, did not authorize shareholders to initiate any action upon an allegation of such unauthorized conduct nor was it interpreted by courts to do so.
Nevertheless, some PRC courts did from time to time signal receptivity to the idea of a shareholder suing on the corporation's behalf to redress injury caused by an alleged violation of law. 44 In 1997, a court in Fuijian Province upheld the right of a minority shareholder (in a joint venture corporation) to sue on the corporation's behalf on a debt where the majority of the board were related to the debtor, and had refused to do so. The courts said:
"If the infringement suffered by the shareholders is to the right of the company, then the shareholders should first present a written application to the organ of power of the company requesting that the company take action ….Where the company does not take any action, the shareholder may in its stead bring a lawsuit." (Clark, 2008, citing Xie and Chen, 2001 ). This is a clear statement of the derivative theory and its articulation by a Chinese provincial court in 1997 evidences the strong appeal of the logic of the form of action. Nevertheless, other provincial courts during this period rejected the theory (Shen, 2008 and Deng, 2005) . 45 In its Corporate Governance Code, the CSRC endorsed the concept of the derivative lawsuit when, it stated that: "Shareholders shall have the right to protect their interests and rights through civil litigation or other legal means in accordance with law and administrative 42 e.g Articles 59, 60 and 61, the PRC Company Law of 1994. 43 See Article 63, the PRC Company Law of 1994. 44 An early example, dealing with a foreign joint venture involved the Zhangjiagang Fiber Company in which the Supreme People's Court allowed a Chinese joint venture partner to sue on behalf of the joint venture when the managing partner had refused to do so allegedly because it had inappropriate motivations. See Deng (2005). regulation. In the event the resolutions of the shareholders' meeting or the resolutions of the board of directors are in breach of laws or administrative regulation, or infringe shareholders' legal interests or rights, the shareholders shall have the right to initiate litigation…."
But it is not free from doubt that the CSRC intended to try to advance derivative lawsuits by this provision. This translation of the language of Article 4 of the Corporate Governance Code appears on the CSRC website. Some scholars, however, translate the provisions as giving shareholders only the right to demand the company initiate lawsuits (Clarke 2008) .
Derivative Suits and Shareholder Problems of Collective Action
Despite the shadowy legitimacy of shareholder derivative suits prior to the 2005 revision of the Company Law, the legitimacy of the shareholders derivative suits in China was made clear in Article 152 of the PRC Company Law of 2005. That enactment specifically acknowledged corporate directors owe fiduciary duties of loyalty and care (Art. 146) and also authorized derivative suits by shareholders. The pre-conditions to such suits are first, plaintiffs must represent more than one percent of the shares of the company for more than 180 consecutive days, alone or jointly. Second, demand to sue must be made upon the board of directors and suit may be filed only after thirty days following such a demand. The latter prerequisite is designed to allow the corporate board an opportunity to study the matter and take action with respect to it. It is a conventional precondition to such suits in the U.S. The first requirement appears to be an attempt to limit so-called "strike suits" brought by persons with insignificant equity investment merely for the purpose of extract a nuisance settlement. It may however serve as an impediment to meritorious claims also.
It is early to judge whether this new statutory authorization may in time provide a remedy that is useful to shareholders, but there is, in the short term, little hope for a strong investor protection tool at present with respect to listed companies. The problem stems from the fact that investors who buy shares on securities markets generally face sever collective action disabilities caused by their small proportionate interest in the firm. There appears to be little willingness to innovate a solution to the collective action problem that potential shareholder plaintiffs would face. For the holder of a relatively small proportion of total shares, the costs of suit would be prohibitive, even if the claim to be litigated seemed quite strong, unless there were a mechanism to allow these costs to be shared among all other shares. Yet neither the statutory law nor judicial innovation recognizes a way to impose this cost sharing.
Thus, the few derivative cases that are found in modern Chinese law tend to be cases involving joint ventures in a corporate form. In those cases, the representative plaintiff necessarily own a large proportionate share of the firm (and of potential damages). This may provide sufficient economic incentive for him to bear the costs of bringing such a suit. Where the investors stake is proportionately small however, unless there is a way to force the sharing of his costs, such an investor will not sue, even if the violation is clear. But neither the PRC Company Law , nor the few courts who have discussed derivative suits, have suggested that costs of this litigation, including attorney's fees, might be awarded to a successful derivative plaintiff. Therefore, it is not to be expected that shareholders who acquire shares on the exchange will undertake to fund such litigation, where they own only a minor percentage of the company's securities.
Thus despite the fact that formally Chinese law has adopted the investor initiated derivative suit, at this time courts are not in fact a realistic source of constraint on management misbehavior in Chinese listed companies.
PART IV: THE FUTURE OF CHINA'S "TOP DOWN" SECURITIES MARKETS
Assessing a Great Accomplishment
The creation in less than twenty years of the complex technological, financial and legal infrastructure necessary to operate the two mainland securities exchanges is unquestionably a great achievement. With these exchanges, and the corporatization effort that is their premise, the people of China have created one of the essential working parts of a world-class economy. They have successfully organized the former state and provincial production facilities into individual firms in which professional managers can direct activities with an eye to market-oriented production. They have created embryonic corporate governance structures and a structure of legal rights and duties that might be used to create more highly elaborated investor based corporate governance protections in the future. They have created a means for the corporatized firms to access domestic household savings and world global investment pools. They have created the option to institute some forms of stock or stock price related incentive compensation for professional senior managers. And they have made initiating some forms of capital markets based disciplinary methods such as takeovers, a policy option for the future, as well.
Nevertheless in their present state these markets represent more potential value to China than realized value. They are not economically highly important yet. While the equity markets have grown rapidly in terms of market capitalization and in terms of listings, when compared to the securities markets in more developed financial systems, they appear as quite small relative to the Chinese economy. They lack deep liquidity and are excessively volatile; there is good evidence that they do not price equities very efficiently. An economically significant market for non-governmental bonds has not yet arisen in China and is important. Financial risk management has been severely limited in part because hedging opportunities are constricted by a prohibition, now to be eased, on borrowing shares. Futures markets for securities are in their infancy. Quite significantly the public markets continue to offer little assistance in funding growth in the important non-governmental sector of the economy. And by most accounts there is significant level of managerial and other forms of corruption and virtually little investor corporate governance remedies available.
Future Development Steps
A more important role for securities markets could include most importantly (1) broader access to the securities markets for the purpose of raising capital for the entrepreneurial sector of the economy, (2) the development of a substantial commercial bond market open to all corporate borrowers of requisite credit standing, (3) the development of an array of financial instruments capable of hedging of financial risk, which is now beginning (4) the gradual floatation into the market of a majority of outstanding voting stock in a significant number of former SOEs, and possibly, (5) the development of public shareholder protective institutions of corporate governance, as discussed above, including development of the infrastructure necessary for proxy voting, tender offers and shareholder law suits. Consistent with policy on the country's currency, a more developed PRC securities market might also involve, (6) easier access for foreign investors to Chinese markets and securities, and (7) easier access for domestic investors to foreign shares through the Hong Kong or Shanghai Stock Exchanges. Were the leadership to permit and direct this further development of the securities markets, we would expect those markets to more effectively provide to the Chinese economy the three great benefits of fully developed securities markets: (relatively) efficient capital allocation, flexible financial risk management and useful techniques of financial market discipline of ineffective corporate management.
Expansion of the use of securities markets would have distinct economic or development advantages for China, but it would raise two related issues. First, more significant securities markets would heighten political issues of Communist Party control that economic liberalization generally and securities markets particularly have raised from the beginning of reform. A market allocation of capital and market discipline of managers, if they are to be effective, would entail reduction in the ability of Communist Party committees to direct economic development, to appoint senior managers of firms and to direct operational outcomes on the firm level. While in the event of such liberalization, the sovereign power of the government could redirect its control to external tax and regulation of business to some extent, such a system would inevitably have less direct and immediate control over listed firms than the present system offers. Thus these are effects that are unlikely to be eagerly embraced in the near future. Secondly, and more abstractly, fundamental growth in the securities markets (meaning a change in their structural limitations) raises the question: to what extent does or should China wish to expose its economy to the types of gyrations that the financial crisis of 2008-09 has shown, again, that capital markets including securities markets are capable? The claim of some in the U.S. that its system, dominated by financial markets of ever greater complexity and shorter average holding periods, has become unduly short term oriented, is often dismissed by academic commentators. But it is unlikely that the near collapse of the U.S. financial system in the fall of 2008 leaves its model of finance in quite the same position as a role model. China's quick bounce-back from the global financial crisis of 2008-09, on the other hand, leaves its leadership or elements among its leadership in a position to question the value of such capital market liberalization.
Almost certainly the leadership will feel its way in assessing the risks and benefits of further expansion of the economic role that securities markets play in the Chinese economy. We do, however, have least two telling bits of evidence of an intention to foster further development of the Chinese securities markets. First, despite its occurring before the global financial crisis, the elaborate effort of the Chinese government to remove the NTS designa-tion, briefly outlined in this essay provides strong evidence that the leadership recently intended for the securities markets to have the capacity to grow into more powerful instrumentalities of finance. Second more recently, the 2010 approval of futures trading and short selling innovations confirm that intent in unchanged.
Of course, it is very unlikely that the leadership will, for the foreseeable future, allow the most significant components of the economy -the large banks and insurance companies, natural resource companies, the national transport infrastructure and the telecom industries, for example -to be subject to the risk of investor "interference" that might potentially occur if a majority of voting shares of these firms were traded in the markets. But, we assume, that in the next period of development (whenever that may occur) the leadership will direct that a majority of the shares of at least some SOEs in non-strategic sectors of the Chinese economy be moved from government control into non-government, including market control. Thus, we expect certain firms in consumer electronics and soft goods, textiles, footwear, recreation & leisure, home supplies and repair materials, health, beauty and hygiene products, and various other non-strategic products or activities to increase the proportion of their shares that trade on securities markets. Furthermore, we expect that CSRC continuing current efforts to open the securities market to smaller entrepreneurial enterprises will meet with some success and we will in future observe greater use of securities markets by private entrepreneurial or foreign firms. Even these steps however will take time.
The Secondary Role of Legal Infrastructure in Chinese Securities Markets
Continued growth in Chinese securities markets, however, is not dependent on improvements in the legal infrastructure of those markets. While the attractiveness of those markets to investors would be increased by, e.g., the improvement in quality of financial statement disclosure, the reduction in insider trading, or improvements in corporate governance generally, such changes are not essential presently. Chinese securities markets will continue to attract domestic and international investors without improvement in corporate governance protections for the immediate and indefinite future. Even substantial levels of investor exploitation by managers or by controlling shareholders -for example, insider trading, self-dealing transactions, or other forms of corruption -need not prevent the development of a large or growing securities market.
What is essential for these markets to continue to grow is only that the perceived expected risk-adjusted returns available to investors, net of the expected cost of exploitation, is attractive when compared to all alternative opportunities to invest funds. Therefore, so long as the net returns expected to be generated on Chinese securities markets exceed risk adjusted expected returns offered by alternative investment opportunities, Chinese markets will continue to attract investors. It is the growth of the Chinese economy, not the improvement of Chinese corporate governance that is the primary driver of the growth in the Chinese securities markets. While there has been some controversy about just how accurate the reported growth rates for China have been, there is no doubt that real growth rates over the period 1990-2008 have been very high. 46 Indeed some informed views see this growth rate continuing for a substantial period (Fogel 2006) .
Are Investor Initiated Protections and More Efficient Securities Markets Likely in Modern China?
The fact that we can expect the Chinese stock markets to continue to be highly attractive to international investors, even if we expect no improvement in legal infrastructure of those markets, does not mean improvement in corporate governance and other public investor protections is unimportant for China. The logic is compelling that, holding all other factors constant, an improvement in the range of financial products available in the securities markets, in access to listing and in the quality of disclosure together with a reduction in the amount of investor exploitation would reduce the costs at which capital would be committed to investment in China and improve the efficiency with which capital would be allocated among potential users. Regardless of the period in which elevated growth rates can continue, experience teaches that, in time, these growth rates will reduce. When that occurs, the marginal improvement in costs of capital that investor protective governance can yield systemically will become relatively more important.
As one looks to that future, one can imagine the leadership of the country considering steps to try to make investment in China more attractive both to international capital and more importantly to domestic savers. Obvious first steps would be improvements in transparency, in reducing corruption and management inefficiency. The first instinct will presumably be China's traditional top-down style response -that is, an increase in CCP campaigns to encourage right conduct and diligence. Should such campaigns fail, as one might expect, then we would expect the second top down response: greater or more effective party discipline or official prosecution of corruption. But there are reasons to think even that technique would, alone, be ineffective. Public officials or party secretaries are likely to have either poorer quality information concerning breaches of fiduciary duty (or sub-par managerial performance) or weaker incentives to take corrective action than investors, whose financial interests are adversely affected by managerial conduct. Therefore, at some point in time the leadership of the country will experience increased pressure to improve the whole range of practices concerning internal corporate affairs. When this does occur the leadership will face again some recurring issues: how much can decentralized, shareholder initiated mechanisms be trusted; how much can "rule of law" institutions, such as shareholder voice and independent courts or free access to listing by all who meet objective criteria, be made consistent with China's culture and existing political institutions?
Can fostering better disclosure, less administratively controlled access to finance and greater privately initiated governance mechanisms be consistent with the leadership role 46 While officially reported statistics on Chinese GDP growth rates have been controversial, see Thurow, Zhou and Wang (2003) (using data on electricity consumption to cast doubt on reliable of official GDP growth rate numbers). Official government sources reported the average real growth of GDP over the period 1999 to close of 2008 was 14. 4% per year. See China Statistical Yearbook (2008) . of the CCP in China's one party state? There seems to be no reason in logic why it cannot. Control over law creation, taxation and law enforcement (not to mention appointment and pay of the judiciary) provides sufficient levers to allow the leadership effectively to guide the direction and speed of economic growth without losing that degree of control necessary to safeguard those values that the leadership holds most sacred. Yet change always does entail unforeseen risks. Much of the magnificent success that has occurred in the development of the Chinese economy over the last 30 years, despite being increasingly guided by free market prices, has occurred on a top-down, controlled model of development.
47 Movement towards a more decentralized "bottom-up" mode of change, marked in the securities regulation area by high quality disclosure, investor empowerment to change under-performing management teams and court adjudication under a "rule of law" approach, can be expected to be unwelcomed. Empowered investors would act through voting shares, or selling shares into tender offers or by initiating suit against insiders or other controllers of the firms in which they make investments. These means of action, however, involve instrumentalities (boards, courts, shareholder meetings) that, in a bottom up development regime, would not formally be a part of or agents of the Chinese Communist Party. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that substantial reform of the corporate governance of firms listed on Chinese securities markets, will not occur until there is a pressing developmental reason for the leadership to force such change. Certainly those pressures are not sufficient at this time to occasion real change.
The existing limitations of the Chinese securities markets can be expected to be remedied over time -and the securities markets can be expected to play a more productive role in the Chinese economy -if, but only if, the leadership of the country wants Chinese securities markets to assume a more important role. This conclusion reflects the fundamental nature of these markets. Unlike securities markets in New York, London, or Amsterdam, the Chinese markets were designed and created by government principally to serve government purposes. Like their existence, their future depends upon the judgments to be made by the country's political leadership. Trying to predict choices those leaders may make is fraught with risk of miscalculation. It seems certain that even absent improvement in the practical ability of equity investors to protect their own economic interests, Chinese securities markets will for a period continue to grow as the PRC economy grows. Thus these markets will continue to satisfy the limited economic role that they have thus far been permitted to play. But they will not serve the larger important economic functions of efficient capital allocation, nor the useful role of signaling, incenting or disciplining corporate management. But Rome, we have often been reminded was not built in a day; nor have the great Redwood trees of California reached their enormous size and beauty in just sixty years.
----End ---- 47 It is claimed by Professor Huang, Yasheng some scholars that much growth at the beginning of liberalization appears to have been resulted from the spontaneous action of farmers and rural residence when simply allowed access to land and ability to contract (Huang, Yasheng, 2007 and . But certainly with respect to the SOEs and the stock markets post 1990, the whole story is one of designed top-down development.
